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HOW TO GET INTO PRINT 
This guide is designed to speed you through the process of creating a newsworthy press 
release in a way that improves your chances of getting an item into print. Editors are 
busy people. The more you do to pr~pare your item for their use, the better. If it appears 
verbatim, you will have hit a home run. 

This first narrative section of the guide outlines important principles to observe in 
designing your press release. A press release is a specialized style of writing, and does 
not come naturally to most people. But, everything you need to know is here in this little · 
booklet. It has been reviewed by veteran editors and will enable you to produce an 
acceptable item for publication. 

Work Fast 

After you familiarize yourself with the principles, the next section is a set of forms. They 
offer three quick writing steps. Step one is a fonn that uses a series of questions to 
prompt you to write down the building blocks of your release. You work fast, with little 
regard for grammar, spelling or structure; just get the words and concepts flowing. 

In step two, you will build your press release from these rough blocks, and then tighten it 
up and polish it up for your flnal version in step three. 

It may be necessary to draft more than one version to suit the readers of different 
publications. 

The three steps are designed to prevent writer's block by prompting you and stimulating 
your creative process. So work fast and build momentum. 

1. Make it Newsworthy 
Press releases are a necessary evil to editors. Dozens arrive in a single day. Most are 
boring announcements or thinly disguised attempts to get free advertising. These have 
little news value and are often recycled immediately. Because a very few releases are 
valuable leads for feature stories someone quickly sifts through the stack of news releases 
so as not to miss a good item. Thus, your first task is to make your item look like a 
keeper at first glance. 

The editor will sort the items that arrive, throwing most away after a quick glance, giving 
the routine announcements to the community events colunm editor, and in a rare instance, 
assigning a reporter to work up a story. 

If the release is already a usable story, so much the better. It may get into print just 
because space it fits an available space in the final layout of the paper. 

Find the "Hook" 
Your headline and your first line of the release need something to hook or grab attention. 
Something that creates excitement or curiosity in the reader is a hook. Include features 
like these in your story: 

• Prominent Names 
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• Surprising or controversial assertions. 
• Personal connections (item relates to a widely held need like safety , love, 

compassion, comfort, etc.) 
• Curiosity 
• Excitement 
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Don't go overboard with superlatives like 'fantastic.' But, choose adjectives and adverbs 
that convey the "sizzle" that sells the steak. 

So What? 

Often the hook you want for your story will show up as answers to "So What?" Work 
from facts to personal connections as you draft the rough pieces of your press release. 
With practice, this will become automatic and natural. You will be pleased to see your 
press release take on life and interest. 

Fact ••• Relationship ••• Personal Connection (Hook) 
Figuring why your item benefits the reader may seem difficult to do at first. Here is a tip; 
start with facts. Then figure out how the facts relate to the reader's concerns. Finally, 
see if there is personal connection implied for readers. 

A fact is something physical; anyone can see, touch or feel it. It is part of the five W's of 
news: who, what, where, when, and why. The relationship of the facts to reader 
concerns shows up in descriptive words. "New", "exciting", "stronger", "cheaper", 
"better" . .. such words describe how something relates to concerns. Personal 
connections have to do with feelings or personal circwnstances that arc changed by that 
relationship. 

Personal connections (hooks) answer the question "So What?" and thus make a story 
relevant. The hook could be a benefit, or something feared, or something amusing. 

Observe Style 
To see examples of what is' newsworthy, look at the papers. Can you identify the "angle" 
that hooks reader interest. Controversial, dramatic or surprising events make the 
headlines. Such items trigger emotions, excite curiosity or present appealing 
opportunities and thus are news. 

News must be relevant to reader's lives. Analyze what made the editor select the items 
on the front page. Are local people, events and organizations featured? What reader 
concerns are addressed? 

Celebrities and well-known local people make news because readers are curious to know 
about them. What they do and say informs and influences us . 

Use Quotes 
Direct quotations add life and a point of view to an otherwise dry and objective item. 
You can draft statements for people featured in you release, and get lhcir consent to 
attribute the quote to them. You don't have to follow them around with a pad and pencil 
waiting for lhcm to drop that pearl you need. 
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Make sure they are prepared to talk to a reporter who may want more or may question 
their opinion. 

Provide Photos 
A good picture will tell the story in a glance and is indeed worth 1,000 words . Try to 
have photos that communicate the hook. Appropriate photos increase the chances of 
publication. You may need a professional photographer to get the quality composition 
and content that communicates what you want. If you are publicizing an event, do you 
have a photo from last year's event? 

Observe. As you read magazines and newspapers, notice what photos work to grab your 
attention. Imitate them. 

Find out what format the paper wants: color slides, glossy prints, black and white? 

2. Focus It 
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Papers differ in the market they address. The hometown weekly, like our Messenger 
Gazette, is interested in matters that affect the lives of people in town. Folks like to read 
about what their friends and neighbors are doing. A regional daily like the Courier News 
or the Star Ledger is more interested in "hard news," matters that interest a wider 
audience. But, they usually run local sections to attract local advertising. "Strictly 
Somerset" is such a localized section. 

Free advertising tabloids like Value Shopper carry news that is not time sensitive and not 
controversial. 

Your press release should emphasize the aspects of the story that fit the paper. Stress the 
· names and quotes from local notables in the local release. Stress the more global aspects 
for broad circulation papers. 

3. Organize for Editing 
Ne~s stories and press releases should be designed to be cut to the size that fits space 
available at the moment the paper goes to press. The structure is like a wedge. The first 
line summarizes the story. The next sentences elaborate. Subsequent paragraphs expand 
on aspects of the story. The paragraphs toward the end can be deleted without destroying 
the integrity of the whole. 

This "wedge" or "pyramid" also lets a busy editor get the story idea by reading just the 
first couple of sentences. That helps keep your release survive that first quick riffle 
through the stack that send less well designed items to the shredder. 

4. Promote the Release 
Call the paper and tell the appropriate editor that you are sending the release . If he or she 
expects it, it has a better chance of being saved from the recycling bin. Obviously you 
will need to know who to address it to. Take the time to make some preliminary calls 
and ask who should get your news item. Then phone them. 
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Your call will let you find out if they want the release sent by mail, Email, Fax, or hand 
delivered. Email allows your item to be edited and used without retyping. Anything that 
makes life easier for the editor improves your chance of success. 

Don't forget to address the release personally. Handwritten addresses show it is not a 
bulk mailing. Nothing makes a press· release look like "junk mail" more than being 
addressed to "editor." Some agencies have automatic fax machines that can broadcast a 
fax to hundreds of destinations. At the paper these generic releases get tossed in a heap 
until someone gets around to them. Having the right name on yours greatly improves 
your odds. If you must contact too many different publications to call each one there is a · 
book at your library that lists names of key publication staff people. 

Follow Up with a Phone Call 
Call the person you sent the fax to, verify that it got to her/him. Ask if there is anything 
else needed. (Be prepared to repeat the headline and the first sentence to remind the 
editor what item you are talking about.) 

Don't get mad when they turn you down. Be gracious, and grateful for their time in 
talking with you. Build relationship for the next time. 

Stay Available 
Deadlines are a way of life at newspapers. A reporter works on several stories at once, 
and they all need to be done by press time. The contact person must remain easy to reach 
in the evening; five to ten at night is when the morning news is being written. That 
means you should include any phone nwnber that will facilitate you reaching the reporter 
within minutes of a call to you. List your home phone, beeper, cell phone, voice mail (if 
you check it often). Better still; list a number where someone else will track you down 
for the reporter. 
Say thank-you 
When the paper prints something in response to a press release, be sure to thank the 
reporter, and the editor. A call and a note show that you noticed, and that you 
appreciated their attention. There is no such thing as too much sincere gratitude. 

Your thank-you reflects well on you and makes your name and organization all the more 
recognizable to the editor in the future. 

Errors and Corrections 
Sometimes the paper will get information wrong. Since old stories are sometimes used as 
a source for new ones, you will want to correct important mistakes. As a part of your 
thank you call you can mention that there are some facts that need to be updated or 
corrected for the paper's files. Offer to write a letter with the correction for the paper to 
file with the story for future reference. 

A more serious misunderstanding can be handled with a letter to the editor. Letters to the 
editor get read more than most feature articles. Don't pass up the opportunity to restate 
your lead sentence in the letter. Tum the lemons into lemonade in this way. 
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5. Don't be a Jerk 

Bribes are insulting 

It's not smart or effective to imply that your advertising buys will depend on your item 
being printed. Reputable papers do not let advertisers blackmail them and they don ' t 
look favorably on attempts. 

Don't pester your contact 

Unnecessary phone calls and expediting interrupt and irritate. You know what is 
appropriate, and what is not. 

Don't deluge the paper with calls 

One person should take the lead so that you don' t have several people promoting the 
same news to the paper. If you want to have any control over what gets into print, it 
begins in your organization. Have one person be your single voice with the press . 

6. Damage Control 
Large corporations, politicians, and certain advocacy groups need to speak with a single 

. voice. But any organization can be involved in the news in an unplanned negative 
context. This is particularly important if you are part of a public controversy. The 
mnnagemenl of your publicity and public relations is beyond the scope of this guide lo 

press releases. However, you can and should do these simple things. 
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• Designate a spokesperson that all press calls are referred to. 
• Have a general strategy for getting the right information to the press 

through your spokesperson. 
• Be sure to respond promptly and accurately. Silence is PR suicide. 

Lies and deceptions are worse yet. 
• If you have a position, state it in the style of a press release. That way 

you will have a simple summary to present when a reporter asks. 

To go beyond these simple measures, hire an expert coach. 

7. Write Fast 
Caution and creativity are incompatible. Work fast and build momentum. Forget about 
spelling, the perfect choice of words, grammar. Keep the pencil moving. Don't go back 
or erase. Just write. Keep writing. Even if you write "I don't know what to write," 
write. 

Only veteran writers, and dam few, are able to sit down and bnng out a perfect story from 
nothing. 

The forms on the next pages lead you through three steps. Step one is to create the 
building blocks for your release. Step two is to arrange them in the wedge or pyran1id 
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style of good press releases. Step three is to hone and polish the final product. Step three 
can include letting it "cool" for a day, or having someone else edit it For now, WRITE! 

Ready, get set, ... go! 
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STEP ONE: CREATE 3 BUILDING BLOCKS 8 

Instructions: Use this table to set down rough ideas. Write quickly, ignore grammar and spelling, keep moving. The questions on the 
left are to stimulate and steer you. Later, you will "mine" this raw material for the text of your release. Then you will polish and hone 
the v.rriting style into its finished form. 

I What are the facts: (Who, what. 
· where, when, why?) 

What makes this newsworthy? 
What angle or perspective would 
transform this item into a feature 
story? (fip: write as many ideas 
as possible here. Names, 
excitement. links to human 
interest.) 

Find the Hook. How does it 
personally relate to the paper's 
readers? (Why?) [facts • 
relationship • personal 
connection.] 

What photos or visuals do you 
I have? What photo opportunity 

will there be? 

Write a working headline. 
(Include the hook if you can.) 

I 

) 
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STEP ONE: CREATE ; BUILDING BLOCKS 

Write a leading sentence. Tiris is I 
I the essence of the story in a single . 

sentence. Use two sentences if one 
is too long. 

Write a paragraph on ftrst key idea 
(consider a quote.) 

Write a paragraph on second key 
idea (consider a quote.) 

Write a paragraph on third key 
idea (consider a quote.) 

; 

! 
i 
; 

· Rewrite the Headline and the lead 

L 

sentence. 

- ---- ---- --- --~ 

When you're satisfied, write your first draft in press release format. The next page is a template showing a functional layout. Write 
more carefully, but keep moving. It is better to get the flov.· and organization right on the first pass and leave the exact choice of 
words, the spelling and the grammar until you edit the whole thing. Avoid bogging do\\-11 on details. If you don't know a name or a 
number type "???" and come back. 

) 
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STEP TWO: WRITE A DRAFT 

"FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE" 

[Your Headline Goes Here] 
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[insert date] 

[Organization Name] 
lAddress]. 

Contact: [Name and Phone of Spokesperson] 

[Leading Sentence Here] 

[First Paragraph] 

[Second Paragraph] 

[END] 



STEP THREE: CREATE THE FINAL COPY 

"FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE" 

[insert date] 

[Your Headline Goes Here) 

[Leading Sentence Here] 

[First Paragraph] 

[Second Paragraph] 

[Organization Name] 
[Address] 

Contact: [Name and Phone of Spokesperson] 


